Elementary Obstacle Crossing

**Crossing Wire.**

Crawl under it if possible.

It may be possible for someone to lie on the wire and flatten it down a bit, and for the others to climb over his body.

To cut wire, get someone to hold it on both sides of the cutter, to prevent it flying apart, making a noise and possibly hitting the face.

**Crossing Gates and Wooden Fences.**

The best way is to crawl under them; the next best thing is to vault over them.

**Crossing Walls.**

Help one another up and roll across the top, keeping flat. Be careful of weapons; do not drop them over the wall.

**Crossing Ditches, Streams, Hedges and Gaps.**

These are likely to be covered by fire; cross them as fast as possible.

Make sure you get into a fire position and observe when you have crossed an obstacle.